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Abstract

error (WPE) algorithm [8]. It reduces the effects of reveberation, thereby helping the neural network process multichannel
input more effectively.
We also improve the acoustic model using a Grid-LSTM
[9]. Recently, we have observed that Grid-LSTMs are able to
better model frequency variations, particularly in noisy conditions, compared to a convolutional layer [10]. In this work,
the output of the fCLP layers, which closely resembles a timefrequency feature in different look directions, is passed to a
Grid-LSTM.
Our experiments to understand the benefit of the different
modules are conducted on a 18,000 hr Voice Search task. We
find that the fCLP layer provides up to 7% relative improvement
in noisy conditions over an acoustic model trained with log-mel
features. Including WPE results in an additional 7% improvement in the noisiest conditions, while the Grid-LSTM improves
performance by 7-11% relative in all conditions. By combining all of these technical improvements, we obtain an overall
improvement of 16% compared to the existing log-mel production system on an evaluation set collected from the Google
Home traffic. Finally, adapting the acoustic model via sequence
training on approximately 4,000 hours of training data collected
from live traffic improves WER by 8-28% relative over the baseline.
Overall, with both the technical and system advances, we
are able to reduce the WER to 4.9% absolute, a 20% relative
reduction over a log-mel trained LSTM CTC model.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we highlight the overall architecture explored in this paper, with the
WPE, fCLP and Grid-LSTM submodules to be discussed in
Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The experimental setup is
described in Section 6, while results are presented in Section
7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses future
work.

This paper describes the technical and system building advances
made to the Google Home multichannel speech recognition system, which was launched in November 2016. Technical advances include an adaptive dereverberation frontend, the use of
neural network models that do multichannel processing jointly
with acoustic modeling, and Grid-LSTMs to model frequency
variations. On the system level, improvements include adapting
the model using Google Home specific data. We present results
on a variety of multichannel sets. The combination of technical
and system advances result in a reduction of WER of 8-28%
relative compared to the current production system.

1. Introduction
Farfield speech recognition has made great strides in the past
few years, from research focused activities such as the CHiME
Challenge [1] to the launch of Amazon Echo and Google Home.
Farfield speech recognition is challenging since the speech signal can be degraded by reverberation and additive noises, significantly degrading word error rate (WER). Such systems are not
usable until the WER comes into a manageable range. The purpose of this paper is to detail the technical and system advances
in acoustic modeling that have gone into the Google Home system.
A typical approach to farfield recognition is to use multiple microphones to enhance the speech signal and reduce the
impact of reverberation and noise [2, 3, 4]. While multichannel ASR systems often use separate models to perform beamforming and acoustic modeling, we recently proposed doing this
jointly in a neural network using raw-waveforms as input [5].
In [5], we explored a variety of architectures in both the timedomain and frequency domain. Taking into account the tradeoffs between computational complexity and performance, we
propose to use the factored Complex Linear Projection (fCLP)
model [6] in the current work, which has much smaller computational complexity and similar performance to models trained
in the time domain. We will also show in the current work that
doing multichannel processing jointly with acoustic modeling
is better compared to an acoustic model trained with log-mel
features as the latter has limited ability to do spatial processing.
The fCLP model takes a complex fast Fourier transform
(CFFT) as input, and mimics filter-and-sum operations in the
first layer. To further improve robustness of such models, we explored a dereverberation feature frontend. Specifically, a mutlichannel recursive least squares (RLS) adaptive algorithm is applied [7]. This algorithm is based on the weighted prediction
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2. System Overview
A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1.
The CFFT for each channel is first passed to an adaptive WPE
frontend that performs dereverberation. The WPE processed
CFFT features are fed to a fCLP layer, which does multichannel processing and produces a time-frequency representation.
The output of fCLP processing is passed to a Grid-LSTM to
model time and frequency variations. Finally, the output of the
Grid-LSTM goes to a standard LDNN acoustic model [11]. The
WPE, fCLP and Grid-LSTM modules will be discussed in the
next three sections.
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This vector of delayed samples is passed through parallel filters
represented by the 2N × 2 matrix Wl [n]. The filter outputs are
subtracted from the vector of received signals to produce the
dereverberated output Ŷl [n] as shown below:
Ŷl [n] = Yl [n] − Wl [n]H Ỹl [n].

(2)

Equation (2) is applied at every frame for each frequency bin.
The taps are updated at each time step according to the
Kalman filter update equation:
Wl [n] = Wl [n − 1] + Kl [n]ŶlH [n],

(3)

where the Kalman gain is given by:
Kl [n] ≡

Rỹ−1
ỹ,l [n − 1]Ỹ[n]
αΛ̂2l [n] + Ỹ[n]H Rỹ−1
ỹ,l [n − 1]Ỹ[n]

(4)

and:
Rỹỹ,l [n] ≡

n
X
αn−k
Ỹi [k]Ỹi [k]H
Λ̂2l [k]
k=0

(5)

is the weighted autocorrelation in time of the delayed data in
frequency bin l. α is a forgetting factor (0 < α ≤ 1) that
impacts adaptation speed. Λ̂2l [n] is an estimate of the signal
power of frequency bin l and frame n.
Figure 1: System Overview of Google HOME

4. Multichannel Processing from Complex
Spectra

3. Dereverberation

After WPE is applied to the CFFT, it is passed to a fCLP layer.
The architecture of the fCLP layer that we use follows our earlier work described in [6]: The first layer of the model, also
called the factoring layer, mimics multiple filter-and-sum operations, and is followed by complex linear projection (CLP). The
system in [6] operates at 100 Hz input frame rate. The input to
the network is the multichannel complex spectra computed for
a window of 32 millisecond with a frame-shift of 10 millisecond. Results in [14] [15] show that for logmel features we can
reduce the frame rate by a factor of 3 to improve both performance and decoding speed. We extend this to CFFT models by
reducing the frame rate in two ways: 1) Weight sharing (WS)
or 2) Autoregressive filtering (AR).
In weight sharing, we continue to operate the CFFT layers
at 100 Hz as in [6]:

Reverberation is often modeled as a convolution of the clean
speech signal with a room impulse response (RIR). This convolution introduces correlation in time in the speech that would
not otherwise be present. Dereverberation can be performed by
estimating this additional correlation and filtering to undo it.
The weighted prediction error (WPE) algorithm [8] is one
such technique that has shown promising results [4, 12]. WPE
requires that the entire utterance to be obtained before the filter
taps can be calculated and, consequently, before dereverberation can be performed. For applications that need streaming
recognition, like Google Home, this latency is not acceptable.
The filter coefficients must be estimated and applied as quickly
as the speech signal arrives. Furthermore, it is desirable for the
tap values to be adaptable because the RIRs will change due to
reasons like speaker motion or because of the nonstationarity of
the speech signal itself.
A single channel RLS-based dereverberation algorithm was
presented in [13]. A variation of this algorithm that extends to
the multi-channel case is presented in [7] and applied here.
The adaptive algorithm is applied in the frequency domain.
The FFT size was selected considering the coherence bandwidth
of typical RIRs such that the channel response of adjacent frequency bins is roughly uncorrelated. The tap values are calculated independently for each frequency bin.
Let the vector Yl [n]T ≡ [Y0,l [n] Y1,l [n]] represent
frame n and frequency bin l of the STFT of the received signal for each of the two microphones. A vector of N delayed STFT frames
from each
of the 2 microphones is given
h
i
T
T
by Ỹl [n]T ≡ Ỹ0,l
Ỹ1,l
, where

Ỹm,l [n]T ≡ Ym,l [n − ∆]

···

Y p [n] =

C
X

Xc [n] · Hcp ,

(6)

X

(7)

c=1

Zfp [n] = log

Y p [n, l] · Gf [l]

l

Here, n indexes frames (at 100 Hz), c indexes microphone channel, l indexes FFT bins, and f indexes CLP filters. Xc is the input frame for channel c, Hcp is one of the P complex filters for
channel c that mimics filter-and-sum operation, and Gf is one
of the F CLP filters. In contrast to [6], the output activations,
{Zfp [n] for f ∈ 1 . . . F }, are stacked across both p ∈ {1 . . . P }
and n ∈ {Tl . . . Th } where, Tl and Th define a local temporal
context. They are set to −3 and 1, respectively, in our experiments. The stacked activations are then subsampled by a factor
of 3 to reduce the frame rate. The LSTMs above the CFFT layers operate at 33 Hz.


Ym,l [n − ∆ − N + 1] .
(1)
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The final output at each time-frequency block (t, k) is a
concatenation of the forward and backward activations:

When using autoregressive filtering, we stack input features
and constrain the CFFT layers to learn filters that span a much
wider context. Mathematically, the factoring component of the
CFFT layer is redefined as:

Y p [3n] =

Th
C
X
X

p
Xc [3n + t] · Hc,t

(s)

(8)

We conduct experiments on about 18,000 hours of noisy training data consisting of 22 million English utterances. This data
set is created by artificially corrupting clean utterances using a
room simulator to add varying degrees of noise and reverberation. The clean utterances are anonymized and hand-transcribed
voice search queries, and are representative of Google’s voice
search traffic. Noise signals, which include music and ambient noise sampled from YouTube and recordings of “daily life”
environments, are added to the clean utterances at SNRs ranging from 0 to 30 dB, with an average SNR of 11 dB. Reverberation is simulated using the image model [17] – room dimensions and microphone array positions are randomly sampled from 3 million possible room configurations with RT60 s
ranging from 0 to 900 ms, with an average RT60 of 500 ms.
The simulation uses a 2-channel linear microphone array, with
inter-microphone spacing of 71 millimeters. Both noise and target speaker locations change between utterances; the distance
between the sound source and the microphone array varies between 1 to 8 meters.
We evaluate our models using simulated, rerecorded and
real noisy farfield data. For the simulated and rerecorded sets,
around 15 hours (13K utterances) of anonymized voicesearch
utterances were used. For the simulated sets, noise is added using the room simulator with a room configuration distribution
that approximately matches the training configurations. The
noise snippets and room configurations do not overlap with
training. For the rerecorded sets, we played the clean eval set
and noise recordings separately in a living room setting (approximately 200ms RT60 ), and mixed them artificially at SNRs
ranging from 0 dB to 20 dB.
For the real farfield sets, we sample anonymized and handtranscribed queries directed towards Google Home. The set
consists of approximately 22,000 utterances, and are typically
at a higher SNR compared to artificially created sets. We also
present WER breakdown under various noise conditions in Section 7.

The output of the fCLP layer is passed to a Grid-LSTM [9],
which is a type of two dimensional LSTM that uses separate
LSTMs to model the variations across time and frequency [10].
However, at each time-frequency bin, the grid frequency LSTM
(gF-LSTM) uses the state of the grid time LSTM (gT-LSTM)
from the previous timestep, and similarly the gT-LSTM uses the
state of the gF-LSTM from the previous frequency step. The
motivation for looking at the Grid-LSTM is to explore benefits of having separate LSTMs to model the correlations in time
and frequency. In this work, a bidirectional Grid-LSTM [16] is
adopted. It utilizes a bidirectional LSTM in the frequency direction to mitigate the directional dependency incurred by the
unidirectional LSTM. While for the time direction, we keep the
unidirectional LSTM. This way we can maintain the capability
of processing the speech signal in an online fashion. Furthermore in [16], we have found the use of bidirectional frequency
processing allows us to use non-overlapping filters which actually reduces the computation costs by a lot.
The bidirectional Grid-LSTM consists of a forward GridLSTM and a backward Grid-LSTM. The forward processing
(‘fwd’) consists of following steps with u ∈ {i, f, c, o}:
(fwd,k)

(fwd,s)
it,k

(fwd,s)
xt,k
=σ(Wix

(fwd,s)
ft,k

(fwd,s)
=σ(Wf x
xt,k

(fwd,t)
ct,k

(fwd,t)
=ft,k
(fwd)
qc,t,k

(fwd,k)
ct,k

+

+

(fwd)
qi,t,k

+

(fwd)
qf,t,k

(fwd,t)
ct−1,k

+

+

(10)

+

(fwd,s)
bf
)

(11)

(fwd,t)
it,k

(fwd,t)
g(Wcx
xt,k +

bc(fwd,t) )

(fwd,k)
=ft,k

(fwd,k)
ct,k−1

(12)
+

(fwd,k)
it,k

(fwd)

(fwd,s)

(fwd,s)
mt,k

6.2. Architecture

(fwd,k)
g(Wcx
xt,k +

qc,t,k + bc(fwd,k) )
ot,k

(9)

(fwd,s)
)
bi

All experiments in this paper use CFFT or log-mel features
computed with a 32-ms window and shifted every 10ms. Low
frame rate (LFR) [15] models are used, where at the current
frame t, these features are stacked with 3 frames to the left and
downsampled to a 30ms frame rate. An LDNN architecture [11]
is consistent in all experiments, and consists of 4 LSTM layers
with 1,024 cells/layer unless otherwise indicated, and a DNN
layer with 1,024 hidden units. During training, the network is
unrolled for 20 time steps for training with truncated backpropagation through time. In addition, the output state label is delayed by 5 frames, as we have observed that information about
future frames improves the prediction of the current frame [15].
All neural networks are trained with the cross-entropy criterion,

(13)
(fwd)

(fwd,s)
=σ(Wox
xt,k + qo,t,k + bo(fwd,s) )

(14)

(fwd,s)
=ot,k

(15)

(fwd,s)
h(ct,k )

For the backward processing (‘bwd’), we have a separate
(bwd,∗)
(bwd,∗)
set of weights parameters W∗∗
and b∗
. In the above
equations, instead of using the previous frequency block’s, i.e.
(bwd,k)
(bwd,k)
(k − 1)-th LSTM output mt,k−1 and cell state ct,k−1 , the
(bwd,k)

next frequency block’s, i.e. (k + 1)-th LSTM output mt,k+1
and cell state

(bwd,k)
ct,k+1

(16)

6.1. Corpora

5. Grid-LSTMs

(fwd,t)

]

6. Experimental Details

p
Here, t ∈ Tl . . . Th denotes the time index of AR filter, Hc,t
is the complex filter for the pth look direction of the factoring
layer for channel c and AR filter context t. The advantage of
using an AR formulation is that the network could potentially
learn spatial filters with a longer timespan. The output of the
factoring layer is subsampled to 33 Hz and is passed to the CLP
layer. Unlike the WS approach, the output of the CLP layer
need to be stacked only across the P look directions.

(fwd)

(bwd,s)T T

mt,k

At each time step t, we concatenate the Grid-LSTM cell
(s)
output mt,k for all the frequency block k and give them to a
linear dimensionality reduction layer, followed by an LDNN.

t=−Tl c=1

(fwd,t)
(fwd,k)
qu,t,k =Wum
mt−1,k + Wum
mt,k−1

(fwd,s)T

mt,k = [mt,k

are used.
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Table 3: WER Impact of Derverberation.

using asynchronous stochastic gradient descent (ASGD) optimization [18].

7. Results
7.1. fCLP
Our first set of experiments compare log-mel and fCLP methods. For these experiments, 832 cells/layer were used in the
time LSTM as the experiments ran quicker. First, Table 1 shows
that the fCLP,WS method outperforms the fCLP,AR method,
showing that it is beneficial to give more freedom to each
look direction with the WS method. In addition, the factored
CLP,WS layer gives up to 7% relative improvement over the
log-mel system. While our previous result had shown the benefit of the fCLP layer over log-mel for simulated data [6], the table confirms the benefits on the rerecorded data as well. The remainder of the experiments will be conduced with the fCLP,WS
layer, and for simplicity it will be referred to as fCLP.

clean

log-mel
fCLP, AR
fCLP, WS

12.5
12.7
12.3

simulated
noisy
20.0
19.1
18.6

rerecorded
20.0
21.5
20.2

rerecorded
noisy
32.8
32.9
31.6

w/o
w

12.3
11.4

rerecorded
20.2
18.3

20.5
19.7

rerecorded
noisy
32.2
30.1

Table 4: WER on Google Home test set.

Table 2: WER of the recognition system with (w) and without (w/o) Grid-LSTM layer in between the fCLP layer and the
LDNN stack.
simulated
noisy
18.6
16.6

11.7
11.7

rerecorded

In this section, we combined WPE, fCLP and Grid-LSTM modules, and report results after sequence training. Rather than reporting results on the “rerecorded” sets, which were more for
our understanding that different modules were working properly, we now report performance on the Google Home test set,
which is representative of real world traffic. The first two rows
in Table 4 show that the proposed system offers a 16% relative
improvement compared to the existing log-mel LSTM production system. The major win comes in noisy environments, especially in speech background noise (26% WERR) and music
noise (18% WERR) where we would expect beamforming and
the Grid-LSTM to help more.
Next, we further adapt the proposed model by continuing
sequence training with the 4,000 hours real traffic training set.
The third row of Table 4 shows that adaptation gives an additional 4% relative improvement. Overall, the proposed technical and system advances provide approximately a 8-28% relative improvement over the production system.

We further add in the bidirectional Grid-LSTM layer for better
modeling of the time-frequency correlation of speech signals.
We used 128D LSTM cell states to track the changes across time
and frequency separately. For the frequency processing, filters
of size 16 and stride 16 are used. This configuration was found
to work well. Again, 832 cells/layers are used for the LSTM
and no WPE is used in these experiments. From Table 2, GridLSTM layer consistently improves the recognition performance
across all the test sets. Especially for the noisy sets, a relative
7-11% WER reduction are obtained.

clean

No Drvb
With Drvb

simulated
noisy
18.2
17.5

7.4. Adaptation

7.2. Grid-LSTM

Model

clean

not only is there benefit from the dereverberation, but the dereverberation allows the implicit beamforming performed by the
neural network to better suppress the noise. Also, examining
the performance in the clean environment shows that there is
no negative impact in the absence of reverberation and noise.

Table 1: WER of fCLP.
Model

Model

Model

Full

Clean

prod
home
home(adapt)

6.1
5.1
4.9

5.1
4.9
4.7

Noise Type
Speech Music Other
8.5
6.2
6.0
6.3
5.1
5.0
6.1
4.9
4.8

8. Conclusions

rerecorded
noisy
31.6
28.9

In this paper, we described the various aspects of the Google
Home multichannel speech recognition system. Technical
achievements include a WPE to perform dereverberation, an
fCLP to perform beamforming jointly with acoustic modeling,
and a Grid-LSTM to model time-frequency variations. In addition, we also presented results by adapting the model based on
data from real traffic. Overall, we are able to achieve a 8-28%
relative reduction in WER compared to the current production
system.

7.3. WPE
Table 3 shows the performance with and without dereverberation for the fCLP. For speed purposes, these experiments were
conducted without a Grid-LSTM layer, and with 1,024 LSTM
cells states. For both training and evaluation, N = 10 taps have
been applied for each frequency bin. This value proved to be a
good balance between complexity and performance. The delay
∆ used was 2 frames and the forgetting factor α is set to 0.9999.
The tap values are all initialized to zero at the beginning of each
new utterance.
The largest relative improvement, about 7%, is obtained on
the rerecorded noisy dataset. A possible reason for this is that
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